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Additional Comments
Our girls and our staff all had a fabulous time, it will go down as one of the best
camps ever from all the feedback we have received from the girls . thanks so
much to all of your staff.
Testimonial
The Lourdes Hill College Cross country squad attended Thunderbird Park for a
3 day camp experience with the aims of team bonding, fitness and fun. All
three of these goals were exceeded with the help of the wonderful staff,
facilities and surrounds of Thunderbird Park. From all accounts it was one of
our best ever camps, thanks Thunderbird Park, we will definitely be back again
in the future.

Teacher’s Name: Kay Patterson
School: Redlands College
Grade: 7
Please enter an X in 0 to 10 on each element (0 very disappointed, 5 delighted)
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My students needed
protein at breakfast.
At other camps, we’ve
had sausages, eggs,
mince
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Battle Star was
fantastic.
We’ll make better use
of cabins next year.

Testimonial
The facilitators were great. They were positive and supportive with the
students.

Teacher’s Name: Sue Tavares
School: John Paul College
Grade: 4/5
Please enter an X in 0 to 10 on each element (0 very disappointed, 5 delighted)
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Additional Comments
The students really enjoyed their time at Thunderbird Park camp-it was a
wonderful outdoor experience for these Chinese students who would not
normally have such experiences in their own country.
Testimonial
Our Chinese students found Thunderbird Park both a learning and a fun
experience. The facilitators were wonderful and ensured that the students
were looked after in all areas, physically, socially and emotionally and
educationally. When they returned to school, they all wrote reflections which
demonstrated their enjoyment of every activity at the Park, but especially the
Mud Course and the Thunderegg Fossicking. All accommodations were very
comfortable and the food was plentiful and delicious. The beautiful weather
also helped to make our stay a memorable one!

